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Otto Malling1 was born in 1848 in Copenhagen and lived there all his life. He showed a strong aptitude for 

music as a child, and in 1869 he began studying at the Music Conservatoire in Copenhagen, which had been 

founded only two years earlier. At the Conservatoire he was taught by the most prominent Danish composers 

of the time, Niels W. Gade (1817–90) and Johan Peter Emilius Hartmann (1805–1900). His organ teacher was 

the leading organ virtuoso and composer Gottfred Matthison-Hansen (1832–1909).

 On leaving the Conservatoire, Malling embarked on a promising career as conductor. In 1871 he was 

appointed assistant conductor of Studentersangforeningen (the Students’ Choral Society) and four years 

later he became its main conductor, a position in which he remained for almost a decade. He was one of 

the initiators of Koncertforeningen (the Concert Society), an orchestral association which promoted a more 

progressive repertoire policy than the more traditionally minded Musikforeningen (the Music Society) under 

Gade’s leadership. Originally one of two conductors of Koncertforeningen, Malling was its sole conductor 

from 1883 until 1893, when the society was discontinued.

 Although he had decided early on to become a composer, Malling was slow to present his compositions 

to the public: not until 1879 did he publish his Op. 1, a collection of songs for male-voice choir, probably 

related to his activities in the Studentersangforening. But during the 1880s Malling established himself as a 

prolific and versatile composer. At first, he concentrated on vocal music and to some extent piano music, 

but in the mid-1880s he composed several large-scale works, including a symphony, and around 1890 he 

wrote a number of chamber works. Still, it was vocal music of various kinds that formed the backbone of 

his compositional output: sacred and secular choral songs, solo songs, works for soloists and orchestra, and 

no less than thirteen cantatas. Only in 1892 did he publish the first of the organ cycles that later became  

famous – for a while.

 Malling also pursued a varied and intense career as a pedagogue, and in 1885 he was called upon 

by Gade to teach at the Conservatoire, at first the piano – which resulted in a collection of instructive 

Impromptus (1887) – and soon afterwards also harmony and counterpoint. After Gade’s death in 1890, he 

took over his teaching of composition, orchestration and music history. In 1894 he published an orchestration 

tutor. Malling remained active at the Conservatory until his death in 1915.

OTTO MALLING AND HIS ORGAN MUSIC

by Sverker Jullander

1 Parts of this essay are drawn from my article ‘Bibliska bilder: om Otto Mallings orgelmusik’ (‘Biblical Images: On Otto Malling’s 

Organ Music’) in H. R. Graversen, P. E. Nissen, and C. Røllum-Larsen (eds.), Eterklange af romantikken i dansk orgelmusik: Tre 

komponister og en repertoireundersøgelse, Det Danske Orgelselskap, Jelling, 2007, pp. 47–70.
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 In the decades around the turn of the twentieth century, Malling was a central figure in Danish musical life. 

In 1889 he was given a professorship, and in the late 1890s he was elected a member of the Board of Directors 

of the Conservatoire. Formally only one of several directors, he quickly became, by virtue of his organisational 

talents, primus inter pares, and it was thanks to his vigorous efforts that the Conservatoire was able to regain 

its established position after a period of uncertainty following the death of its founding director, Niels Gade. 

Among several other assignments could be mentioned that of chairman of the committee for the awarding of the 

prestigious Ancker Grant. In 1905, he was awarded the Order of the Dannebrog.2

 Malling’s career shows him as a multi-talented musical personality. In whatever task he undertook, he was 

energetic, efficient and enthusiastic. In 1884 he described himself in a letter as ‘quick and full of thirst for activity’, 

a characterisation that seems to accord with his later career.3 He was a popular and successful conductor of both 

choral and orchestral music until 1893, when he abandoned this part of his musical activity. As a teacher, he 

inspired his students with his deep knowledge of the repertoire in combination with an infectious enthusiasm. 

But, apart from the organ works, he never achieved widespread success as a composer; in spite of his early 

engagement for new music, he lacked understanding of the more ‘objective’ aesthetics of Carl Nielsen and his 

followers, and came to be regarded as an outdated conservative.

Malling as Organist

Parallel with all his other musical activities, Malling enjoyed a respectable career as a church musician. Having 

served for many years as a substitute for Hartmann in Vor Frue Kirke (‘Our Lady’s Church’) in Copenhagen, 

In 1878 Malling was appointed organist of St Petri German Church. In 1891 he was appointed organist of 

Helligaandskirken  (‘the Church of the Holy Spirit’), also in Copenhagen, and when Hartmann died in 1900, he 

was the obvious choice as his successor in the most prestigious position for an organist in the country, that of 

Vor Frue Kirke.

 Malling was a respected organ-player, though not an outstanding virtuoso, and it was liturgical organ-

playing that lay closest to his heart.  His hymn-playing has been described4 as inspired, carried by a fine sense of 

phrasing. His improvisations were vivid and varied, while formally perfect and free from all artificial effects.

 The instrument that he had at his disposal in Helligaandskirken from 1891 had been rebuilt by Knud Olsen 

in 1877. It comprised 40 stops and was described as ‘both bigger and of higher quality [than the organ in St Petri] 

and consequently equipped with much richer expressive means’.5

2 he Order of the Dannebrog, instituted in 1671, is a means of honouring and rewarding servants of the Danish state for various kinds of 
meritorious service, including a particular contribution to the arts.
3 Quoted in Gerhardt Lynge, Danske Komponister i det 20. Aarhundredes Begyndelse, Erik H. Jung, Aarhus, 2nd edn., 1917, p. 198.
4 Ibid., p. 200.
5 Ibid., p. 198.
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 When Malling was appointed organist at Vor Frue Kirke, he immediately initiated a radical renovation of the 

old Oppenhagen/Marcussen organ. The new 50-stop instrument, completed in 1902, was stylistically suitable to 

German late Romanticism.

The Organ Music

Malling began composing for the organ in the late 1880s. His first, unpublished, opus, from 1889, consists of a few 

short organ adaptations of his own vocal compositions. With his first published organ work, Christi Fødsel (‘The 

Birth of Christ’), Op. 48, in 1892, he entered the path which he would follow consistently for almost two decades: 

cycles or suites based on biblical themes, their titles almost always including the word Stemningsbilleder (‘Mood 

Pictures’). In the years following The Birth of Christ, organ works constituted a substantial part of his output.

 Malling’s published organ compositions comprise eleven opus numbers (c. 60 individual pieces). The biblical 

themes take either an event or series of events occurring in a limited period of time (as in De hellige tre Konger 

(‘The Three Kings’), Op. 84) or more loosely connected episodes from the life of a biblical character (as in Jomfru 

Maria (‘The Virgin Mary’), Op. 70). In his last organ work, Nachklänge aus Davids Psalmen (‘Echoes from the 

Psalms of David’), Op. 89, Malling widens his sphere to take in the Old Testament.

 One may ask what made Malling cultivate the programmatic ‘mood picture’ to the exclusion of classical 

organ genres such as preludes and fugues,  chorales, or the more modern forms of sonata and symphony (other 

works, such as his only orchestral symphony, show him as a master of sonata form). In this context it is worth 

noting that some of his Danish predecessors cultivated the programme-based organ fantasy, among them Hans 

Matthison-Hansen (1807–1890) and Malling’s organ teacher Gottfred Matthison-Hansen, as well as J. P. E. 

Hartmann. Hartmann’s diptych ‘Langfredag – Paaskemorgen’ (‘Good Friday – Easter Morning’), composed in 

1886, only a few years before Malling began writing for the organ, may have served as his most direct source 

of inspiration. Another possible reason for his choice of genre is his deep interest in stage music. Also, being 

more a conductor than a concert organist, he was not anchored in Bach’s organ music, as many other organist-

composers of his day were. Echoes of French contemporary masters such as Alexandre Guilmant (1837–1911) 

and Charles-Marie Widor (1844–1937) can be found in his music, although Malling operates within a more 

limited framework, both in terms of playing technique and external dimensions.

 Malling was known in his time as a master of the elegant, well-rounded form: he celebrated French ideals of 

clarity and concision. Most of his pieces have a traditional cyclical layout, often a straightforward aba form. In 

order to make such symmetrically conceived pieces work at the same time as programme music, he often changes 

the shape of the first theme when it recurs in the final section, most frequently by converting a theme in a minor 

key to the parallel major key.

 Malling was regarded as a skilled orchestrator, with the French orchestral colouring as a model. Even in his 

organ music there are traits that appear orchestral rather than typical of keyboard music. His organ scores abound 



in dynamic indications, but the choice of registrations is, with few exceptions, left to the performer.

 After Malling’s death, his organ music was almost forgotten. The lack of polyphonic textures and generally 

of any connection to the Bach tradition and, above all, the idea of composing programme music for the organ 

made his works impossible in the ‘objective’ musical climate of the 1920s. For a later generation, Malling’s music 

has been problematic in another way – by being in some respects too traditional: it neither stretches nor breaks 

limits but rather takes pride in being a strictly disciplined Kleinkunst. His organ output has a rare unity of form, 

style and thematic content. In spite, or perhaps because, of the restrictions he imposed on himself, his music also 

displays richness in contrasts and a concentrated expressive power, invariably related to the biblical programme or 

theme of the composition. The formal characteristics and the extramusical imagery together create the distinctive 

identity of Malling’s organ music.

De hellige tre Konger: Jule-Stemningsbilleder for Orgel, Op. 846 

The Three Kings: Christmas Mood-Pictures for Organ, Op. 84 (1907), consists of seven pieces, based on the 

narrative (Matt. 2, 1–12) of the Magi, the wise men who, guided by a star, came to Bethlehem to celebrate the 

newborn Jesus. Their number is not specified in the Bible; the common reference to them as the ‘three kings’ 

originates in a mediaeval tradition.

 No. 1, ‘Introduction: Christmas Night’, in D minor 1, depicts Bethlehem in the night of the Nativity. 

In the beginning, a pastoral stillness reigns, which can be associated with the shepherds resting in the 

neighbourhood (Luke 2, 8). A chorale-like melody follows, somewhat reminiscent of the German Christmas 

hymn ‘Es sungen drei Engel’ (‘Three Angels Sang’); both the melody and the arpeggio chords that follow 

suggest the presence of the angels of Bethlehem (Luke 2, 13–14).7 In the final section, both themes return, now 

in D major. 

 In No. 2, ‘Where is the King of the Jews?’ (Matt. 2, 2) 2, the question of the three kings on arriving in 

Jerusalem, is musically represented by a declamatory, arabesque-like melody, first appearing in unison. A section 

with repeated staccato octave leaps followed by chromatically descending chords illustrates the bewilderment of 

the kings. This passage is contrasted by a powerful, military-sounding motive, but after a dramatic climax the 

‘uncertainty’ returns and the piece ends with the question still unanswered.

 In No. 3, ‘The High Priests and the Scribes’ 3, the theological authorities that King Herod consulted on 

the question of the new King of the Jews are characterised by a pompous, march-like theme in F minor, which 

constitutes both outer sections. In the contrasting middle section, in D flat major, the four-note motive may 

be one of Malling’s ‘declamatory’ or ‘singable’ motives,8 here representing the four-syllable answer to Herod’s 

5





6 Opp. 70 and 84 have both Danish and German titles, Op. 89 exclusively German titles. Malling gave, as far as is known, no clues to the details 
of the programmatic content of his works. he interpretations given below are therefore my own.
7 Malling uses arpeggios (an unusual feature in organ music) to represent angels (who are oten depicted with harps) in several other pieces.
8 Cf. my ‘Bibliska bilder’, loc. cit., p. 67.



question: ‘In Bethlehem’ (Matt. 2, 5).9

 No. 4, ‘To Bethlehem’ 4, is borrowed from Malling’s first organ cycle, The Birth of Christ, where it appears 

as No. 2, entitled ‘The Three Wise Men from the East’. Like No. 3, this piece is also a slow march in F minor (with 

the supplementary indication ‘alla marcia’), although without dotted rhythms, which gives it a more humble 

character, emphasising rather, with its incessantly repeated notes, the long and laborious journey of the wise men. 

This first section ends unexpectedly on a long note (pedal point) in the treble, which heralds the chorale ‘Wie 

schön leuchtet der Morgenstern’, a meditation on Christ as the ‘morning star’. This chorale thus here represents 

both the star of Bethlehem and the newborn Jesus. When the first theme returns – now in the brighter F major, 

representing the kings’ ‘great joy’ at the sight of the star (Matt. 2, 10) – the lingering pedal point in the high treble 

represents the star now having stopped above the place where Jesus rests (Matt. 2, 9). The piece concludes with a 

third statement of the chorale.

 No. 5, ‘The Adoration’ 5, is a peaceful depiction of the scene when the three kings, having entered the 

stable, now kneel in worship before the newborn Jesus and his mother Mary (Matt. 2, 11). The first theme is 

presented in a kind of free canon between the treble and the middle voice. The second theme, accompanied by 

trill-like treble figures, is melodically related to the first. The first theme returns in a brief coda, working its way, 

by way of imitation, up to a soft final chord in the highest register.

 No. 6, ‘Herod’ 6, offers the most dramatic contrast possible to the previous piece. The subject is the rage of 

Herod, King of Judea (actually a tributary king under the Roman occupation), at the failure of the wise men to 

report that they had found the ‘King of the Jews’ (Matt. 2, 12; 2, 16). The fury is at its most unrestrained in the first 

section, Allegro con fuoco, with its broken-up phrases and perpetual staccato. The second section, Allegro, is more 

disciplined, with a march-like character, though in triple metre. At the end of the second section, the peaceful 

chorale ‘Wie schön leuchtet’ offers a brief respite before the violent first section returns. In the final bars, the soft-

spoken chorale, representing Jesus, finally takes over. The ‘Herod’ theme attempts to interrupt but is successively 

weakened and finally disappears altogether. Two resolute final chords confirm the victory.

 No. 7, ‘Homeward Bound’ 7, is, like No. 4, a ‘journey’ piece with repeated notes (or two-note motives), but  

in a happier mood. The first, ‘walking’ theme is followed by two alternating themes, a tranquil cantabile melody 

and a vivid, partly chromatic motive. Finally, the ‘walking’ theme returns, followed by the chorale ‘Nun danket 

alle Gott’ – the three wise men, now safely returned home (Matt 2, 12), sing a hymn of thanks to God for His 

protection during their long journey.

6
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9









9 Danish: ‘I Betlehem’.
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Jomfru Maria: Stemningsbilleder for Orgel, Op. 70

The six movements of the suite The Virgin Mary: Mood-Pictures for Organ, Op. 70 (1897), follow Jesus’s mother 

from the Annunciation to the Cross. Each piece is based on a passage from the Gospel indicated by the composer. 

 In the first bars of No. 1, ‘The Annunciation’ (Luke 1, 28–38) 8, the slightly wistful ‘Mary’ theme is 

introduced. The angel Gabriel, sent by God to announce that she has been chosen to be the mother of the Saviour 

(Luke 1, 26), then enters, represented by arpeggio chords. The middle section, with its alternating motives, can 

be seen as representing the ensuing dialogue between Mary and Gabriel (Luke 1, 28–38). In the final section, the 

‘Mary’ theme returns; the angel has left and the piece is brought to a quiet close.

 The first section of No. 2, ‘Mary visits Elizabeth and praises God’ (Luke 1, 40–48) 9, depicts the warm 

greeting given Mary by her cousin Elizabeth, pregnant with John the Baptist. In the second section one can hear at 

first the joyful leaps of John in Elizabeth’s womb (Luke 1, 44). The powerful final section, using the same themes as 

the first, represents Mary’s song of praise (Luke 1, 46–55), the Magnificat, in reply to Elizabeth’s prophetic words.

  The main theme of No. 3, ‘The Holy Night’ (Luke 2, 6–14) , resembles a song. It is first presented in 

quiet unison, later in a harmonised, slightly stronger statement. Alternating with this somewhat extended melody 

there are two shorter, more lively motives. The birth of Christ itself is represented by fortissimo statements of the 

first three phrases of ‘Wie schön leuchtet der Morgenstern’, separated by short interludes in the manner of hymn 

playing habitually used by organists in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.

 The scene of No. 4, ‘Jesus is presented in the Temple, where Simeon and Anna speak about him’ (Luke 2, 

22–38) , is the Temple of Jerusalem, where Mary and Joseph, in compliance with the Law of Moses, took Jesus 

33 days after his circumcision to perform the required sacrifice of purification. After the first section, based on 

an arabesque-like theme, the themes of Mary and Jesus (‘Wie schön leuchtet’) appear in succession. The following 

section, with ominous repeated quavers brought to a dramatic climax, illustrates Simeon’s prophecy that a ‘sword 

shall pierce through thy [Mary’s] own soul’ (Luke 2, 35), and forebodes the Cross (cf. No. 6). The piece ends on a 

more joyful note, with the first theme now in the major key and fortissimo. 

 In No. 5, ‘Mary finds Jesus among the Teachers in the Temple during the Passover Feast’ (Luke 2, 42–52) , 

Jesus, now twelve years old, goes with his parents to Jerusalem to celebrate Passover, but then stays in the Temple 

to converse with the learned teachers without his parents’ knowledge. The piece follows the same formal pattern 

as the previous one: a first section in a minor key (here A minor) followed by a contrasting middle section and a 

return of the first theme, now in the major. Here the contrast is very stark; the short staccato phrases of the Allegro 

middle section give a vivid picture of Mary’s and Joseph’s desperate search for Jesus in the crowded city.

 No. 6, ‘At the Foot of the Cross’ (John 19, 25–27) , renders Mary’s sorrow at her son’s suffering and death. 

The short phrases in the first and third (identical) sections represent her sighs and sobs, and in the second section 

one can hear the incessantly repeated quavers of No. 4, the ‘sword’ piercing her soul. Finally, the ‘Mary’ theme 

appears, and the cycle ends very softly on a G major chord in the highest register.
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Nachklänge aus Davids Psalmen, Op. 89

Echoes from the Psalms of David (1910) consists of two meditations on verses from the Book of Psalms. In contrast 

to Malling’s other biblical collections of pieces, there is no common theme uniting these two. For each of them, 

the composer gives the text of two verses from the psalm.

 Psalm 23  is perhaps the best known of all of the Psalms. For his composition, Malling chose vv. 1–2, ‘The 

Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want. He maketh me to lie down in green pastures: he leadeth me beside the 

still waters.’ and v. 4, ‘Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil: for thou 

art with me; thy rod and thy staff they comfort me’. The piece, in three-part aba form, bears the performance 

indication Moderato pastorale and the a sections display the common characteristics of the traditional Pastorale: 

calmly flowing quavers in 6/8 metre and pedal points in the bass. Later on, a semiquaver movement (perhaps 

representing the running water of v. 2) adds liveliness. In the b section, in common time, the mood is more 

sombre, with heavy, dissonant chords and ominous staccati in the bass, recalling the ‘valley of the shadow of death’. 

The pastorale theme returns and the piece, though beginning in D minor, ends quietly in F major.

 In Psalm 33  Malling highlights vv. 2–3, ‘Praise the Lord with harp: sing unto him with the psaltery and 

an instrument of ten strings. Sing unto him a new song; play skilfully with a loud noise.’ and the final verses, 

21–22, ‘For our heart shall rejoice in him, because we have trusted in his holy name. Let thy mercy, O Lord, be 

upon us, according as we hope in thee’. Given the joyful mood of the verses quoted, the first part is a surprisingly 

austere, powerful Maestoso in ‘pure’ A minor (Aeolian mode). When the key switches to A major for the middle 

section, one hears the soft playing of the harp heralding a middle section in a lighter and more playful mood. The 

Maestoso returns and the piece is brought to a close with a short, dramatic crescendo.
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Jacques van Oortmerssen. Between 1978 and 2001 he served as organist and 
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pedagogy at the University of Gothenberg School of Music from 1985. His PhD dissertation of 1997 deals 

with issues of performance practice in the organ works of the Swedish late-Romantic composer Otto Olsson.  

A founding member of Göteborg Organ Art Center (GOArt), University of Gothenburg, he was its Director 

of Research and Publications from 2001 to spring 2006. From 1999 to 2002, he was editor-in-chief of the 

Swedish organ journal Orgelforum. He has appeared as an organ recitalist in Austria, Finland, Germany, 

Latvia, The Netherlands, Spain, Sweden and the UK, in addition to CD recordings and radio appearances. 

As a performer and musicologist, he specialises in the organ music of the nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries. His scholarly activities have resulted in a number of internationally published articles and book 

chapters, in addition to editorship of a number of publications. Dr Jullander is a member of the Research 

Committee of the Swedish Royal Academy of Music. His previous recording for Toccata Classics features 

the complete Bach transcriptions of Sigfrid Karg-Elert (tocc 0111), which the reviewer for MusicWeb felt 

was ‘performed with distinction’. 

The Organ

The organ of the Vasa Church, Gothenburg, was built in 1909 by Eskil Lundén (1881–1945), a pupil of the 

famous Wilhelm Sauer of Frankfurt an der Oder, and has much in common with organs by Sauer and other 

German masters of the early twentieth century, including the general tonal architecture, stops typical of the 

style, and playing aids designed to facilitate registration changes and enable transitional dynamics – qualities 

that make the instrument ideally suited to north European late-Romantic music. In 1943 the organ was 

rebuilt by Olof Hammarberg under the influence of the Organ Reform movement and, in the same spirit, 

a Ruckpositiv was added in 1952 by the same builder. In 2001–2 the organ was again rebuilt by the firm of 

Grönlund, Luleå, this time with the goal of recreating the sound character of the original instrument, the sole 

exception being that the Ruckpositiv was retained. All preserved original stops were restored to their original 

condition, and those original stops that had been lost were reconstructed. In addition, the specification was 

enriched with a limited number of new stops within the stylistic limits of the original instrument, resulting 

in a specification of 56 stops, distributed on four manuals and pedal.
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Manual I

Principal 16'

Borduna 16'

Principal 8'

Fugara 8'

Gamba 8'

Flûte harmonique 8'

Dubbelflöjt 8'

Octava 4'

Rörflöjt 4'

Qvinta 3'

Octava 2'

Cornett 4 ch

Mixtur 3-4 ch 2'

Trumpet 16'

Trumpet 8'

Manual II

Gedackt 16'

Violinprincipal 8'

Violin 8'

Gemshorn 8'

Rörflöjt 8'

Octava 4'

Flûte octaviante 4'

Flageolette 2'

Rauschqvint 2 ch

Trumpet 8'

Klarinett 8'

Manual III

Dulciana 16'

Basetthorn 8'

Konsertflöjt 8'

Salicional 8'

Voix céleste 8'

Gedackt 8'

Qvintatön 8'

Violin 4'

Ekoflöjt 4'

Waldflöjt 2'

Harmonia aetherea 3 ch

Oboe 8'

Euphon 8'

Manual IV Ruckpositiv (1952; 

not used on this recording)

Gedackt 8'

Principal 4'

Rörflöjt 4'

Nasard 2 2/3'

Gemshorn 2'

Ters 1 3/5'

Regal 8'

Pedal

Untersatz 32'

Violon 16'

Subbas 16'

Ekobas 16'

Qvinta 12'

Principal 8'

Violoncell 8'

Gedackt 8'

Octava 4'

Basun 16'

Trumpet 8'

Couplers

I/Pedal, II/Pedal, III/Pedal, IV/Pedal

II/I, III/I, IV/I, III/II, IV/II, IV/III

4'-I, 4'-II, 16'-III, 4'-P

Swells for Manual II and Manual III

General crescendo

Free combinations (computerised 

system) 

 Organ of Vasa Church, Gothenburg: Specification
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TOCC 0111

During his lifetime the Leipzig-born Sigfrid Karg-Elert (1877–1933) was a well-known harmonium player and 

pianist. It was his organ music that made him internationally famous as a composer, especially in Britain and the 

USA. Today, too, his own organ music is frequently recorded and heard in recitals, but his many organ transcriptions 

are less familiar. After Wagner, Bach was the composer whose music Karg-Elert transcribed most often, carefully 

choosing the pieces best suited to the dynamic and colouristic possibilities of the late Romantic organ.

More from Sverker Jullander
on Toccata Classics

‘Recording quality is pretty good. The 57-stop, four-manual organ itself is modern, originally built in 1909, altered in the 

Forties, and then restored to its original design in 2002. Its sound is robustly Germanic, its dynamic range impressive.

 The booklet has excellent detail, right down to the footnotes, and is well written. This CD is a generously packed 

tribute from one great organ composer to another, performed with distinction by Jullander.’
MusicWeb International
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Come and explore unknown music with us by joining the Toccata Discovery Club. Membership brings 

you two free CDs, big discounts on all Toccata Classics recordings and Toccata Press books, early ordering 

on all Toccata releases and a host of other beneits, for a modest annual fee of £20. You start saving as soon 

as you join. You can sign up online at the Toccata Classics website at www.toccataclassics.com.

Toccata Classics CDs are also available in the shops and can be ordered from our distributors around 

the world, a list of whom can be found at www.toccataclassics.com. If we have no representation in your 

country, please contact: Toccata Classics, 16 Dalkeith Court, Vincent Street, London SW1P 4HH, UK 

Tel: +44/0 207 821 5020   E-mail: info@toccataclassics.com

Recorded in Vasa Church, Gothenburg, on 9–10 November 2011

Producer-engineer: Erik Sikkema

Booklet essay: Sverker Jullander

Design and layout: Paul Brooks, paulmbrooks@virginmedia.com

Executive producer: Martin Anderson

TOCC 0224                        

© 2014, Toccata Classics, London                       P 2014, Toccata Classics, London 
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Tel: +44/0 207 821 5020 
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Otto Malling (1848–1915) was a central figure in Danish musical life, as composer, 

conductor, pianist, organist, administrator and teacher. His substantial output of organ 

music was cast in the form of suites of ‘mood pictures’ inspired by the Bible. The range 

of emotions it encompasses is correspondingly wide, from the languidly romantic to the 

fierily epic, in a language which is at all times dignified and direct.
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OTTO MALLING Organ Music
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Sverker Jullander
organ of Vasa Church, Gothenburg

The Three Kings: Christmas Mood-Pictures   
for Organ, Op. 84 (1907)* 30:56

 No. 1 ‘Introduction: Christmas Night’  3:22
 No. 2 ‘Where is the King of the Jews?’ 4:59
 No. 3 ‘The High Priests and the Scribes’  6:03
 No. 4 ‘To Bethlehem’ 3:46
 No. 5 ‘The Adoration’  2:55
 No. 6 ‘Herod’  5:39
 No. 7 ‘Homeward Bound’  4:12

The Virgin Mary: Mood-Pictures
for Organ, Op. 70 (1897)* 25:20

 No. 1 ‘The Annunciation’  4:20
 No. 2 ‘Mary visits Elizabeth and praises God’  3:07
 No. 3 ‘The Holy Night’ 4:22

 No. 4 ‘Jesus is presented in the Temple, 
  where Simeon and Anna speak 
  about him’  3:53
 No. 5 ‘Mary finds Jesus among the Teachers 
  in the Temple during the Passover Feast’ 3:55 
 No. 6 ‘At the Foot of the Cross’  5:43

Echoes from the Psalms of David, Op. 89 
(1910)  12:57

 Psalm 23: Moderato pastorale  6:45 
 Psalm 33: Maestoso  6:12
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